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After Liberalism
"After Liberalism is no angry screed, but a dense, probing work full of insight from the author's seeming encyclopedic knowledge of Western thought." (World)
After Liberalism: Mass Democracy in the Managerial State ...
This article is in The Spectator’s April 2020 US edition. Subscribe here to get yours. We’re entering the post-liberal moment. From Trump to Brexit, Ireland to Brazil, we’ve seen a number of revolts at the ballot box that point to a mass vote of no-confidence in the economic and cultural status quo — in other words, in 21st-century liberalism.
After liberalism | Spectator USA
"After Liberalism is a lucid account of recent political changes and a provocative look at what to expect in the coming decades." — Midwest Book Review "Provocative . . . likely to appeal to adventurous readers who like to challenge conventional wisdom."
After Liberalism: Immanuel Wallerstein: 9781565843042 ...
“Liberalism After Liberalism” is one of three addresses given to a symposium on “After Liberalism,” put on in late February with the support of the Simon/Hertog Fund for Policy Analysis and of Fieldstead and Company.
Liberalism After Liberalism by Wilfred M. McClay ...
In After Liberalism, the distinguished historian and political scientist Immanuel Wallerstein examines the process of disintegration of our modern world-system and speculates on the changes that may occur during the next few decades.
After Liberalism by Immanuel Wallerstein - Goodreads
After Liberalism. After Liberalism . By Immanuel Wallerstein . New Press, 1995, 278 pp. $14.95 Purchase. For those who like their meta-history in big doses, this book will fit the bill admirably. Rather than seeing the collapse of communism as a victory for liberal ideology, Wallerstein argues that it marks the end of several long cycles: the ...
After Liberalism | Foreign Affairs
“After Liberalism is a lucid account of recent political changes and a provocative look at what to expect in the coming decades.” — Midwest Book Review “Wallerstein is lucid, informed and insightful.”
After Liberalism | The New Press
Wallerstein started out as a specialist in African politics, but since the 1970s he has been known for his books on the "modern capitalist world-system." His latest work is a collection of recent essays examining the rise and fall of liberalism as the organizing principle of the modern world-system. According to Wallerstein, the period from 1789 to 1989 represents the era of economic and ...
After Liberalism - Immanuel Wallerstein
The Politics of Virtue: Post-Liberalism and the Human Future by john milbank and adrian pabst rowman and littlefield, 418 pages, $39.95. A mong the ideas that compete to determine the world’s future, one can count Catholicism, Islam, and (until recently) Marxism. But only one is dominant, hegemonic, and all-pervasive—liberalism.
Politics After Liberalism by Phillip Blond | Articles ...
One might briskly say, therefore, that democracy looks after majorities and liberalism after unpopular minorities. Like other political doctrines, liberalism is highly sensitive to time and circumstance. Each country’s liberalism is different, and it changes in each generation.
liberalism | Definition, History, & Facts | Britannica
Liberalism - Liberalism - Liberalism in the 19th century: As an ideology and in practice liberalism became the preeminent reform movement in Europe during the 19th century. Its fortunes, however, varied with the historical conditions in each country—the strength of the crown, the élan of the aristocracy, the pace of industrialization, and the circumstances of national unification. The ...
Liberalism - Liberalism in the 19th century | Britannica
After Liberalism. October 10, 2016 | 9:07 am. Rod Dreher Ross Douthat had a good column yesterday talking about the anti-liberal, or at least post-liberal, trends at the margins of Left and Right. ...
After Liberalism | The American Conservative
Many people, of course, realize that liberalism no longer connotes distributed powers and bourgeois moral standards, the need to protect civil society from an encroaching state, or the virtues of vigorous self-government. Many also know that today’s “liberals” have far different goals from those of their predecessors, aiming as they do ...
After Liberalism | Princeton University Press
After 1945, liberal democracies spread very quickly, but then retreated. In The Spirit of Democracy, Larry Diamond argues that by 1974, "dictatorship, not democracy, was the way of the world", and that "Barely a quarter of independent states chose their governments through competitive, free, and fair elections." Diamond goes on to say that ...
History of liberalism - Wikipedia
Liberalism started to spread rapidly especially after the French Revolution. The 19th century saw liberal governments established in nations across Europe and South America, whereas it was well-established alongside republicanism in the United States.
Liberalism - Wikipedia
After all, we had the Soviet menace to contend with, and it was liberal nations who opposed atheistic communism. After the Second World War, Christians spent quite a bit of intellectual capital defending and justifying the liberal project, and gradually it came to be seen that to be a good Christian simply is to be a good liberal.
After Liberalism: Toward a Politics of the Common Good ...
Originally published over several months in 1992, Raico’s brief history of classical liberalism was written in memory of Roy A. Childs, Jr. Classical liberalism — or simply liberalism, as it was called until around the turn of the century — is the signature political philosophy of Western ...
The Rise, Fall, and Renaissance of Classical Liberalism ...
Liberalism After Liberalism The civic republican tradition and its lost treasure
Liberalism After Liberalism | The New Republic
Humanitarianism after liberalism. Humanitarianism ought to be a hard case for the endurance of the liberal world order given the traditional priority accorded by states to narrow national interests. We can use humanitarianism—including discussions on human rights and the Responsibility to Protect (R2P)—to illustrate where and how ...
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